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Abstract: The improvement of the quality of life in the framework of the smartcity paradigm cannot
be limited to a set of objective measures carried out over several critical parameters (e.g., noise,
air pollution). The citizen’s perception of the problem to be solved, as well as the perception of
the improvement achieved with the policies defined for this purpose, is more important than the
objectivity and the measurement of the change achieved. A first auralization approach for the
evaluation of the acoustic perception of street noise is presented in this work. The wireless acoustic
sensor network can pick up street noise, and can even record specific sounds that reach a higher
equivalent level for study, but the most important thing for administration is whether the neighbour
has noticed an improvement in the quality of life. This work is a first approximation to an estimation
of the real perception of citizens of the street urban noises collected by a low-cost wireless acoustic
sensor network.
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1. Introduction

Because of population growth and the consequent expansion of transportation systems, including
highways, railways and airways, the environmental noise pollution is increasing year after year.
Noise pollution continues to constitute a major environmental health problem in Europe [1]. From all
the health effects, annoyance is one of the most well-known effects of environmental noise [2],
however, it is not merely an annoyance, since several works point out health-related problems as sleep
disorders [3], learning impairment [4] and heart diseases [5]. Most of the conducted studies address
the effects of long-term exposure to environmental noise, and are mainly focused on concentration,
sleep disturbance and stress [6] issues, emphasizing the especially negative effects on children [7].

The European Union reacted to this alarming increase of environmental noise pollution, especially
in large population cities, approving the Environmental Noise Directive 2002/49/EC (END) [8].
In accordance with the END, the CNOSSOS-EU methodological framework pretends to improve
the consistency and comparability of noise assessment results across the EU Member States [9] for
its application. The main pillars of the END are the following: (i) determining the noise exposure;
(ii) making the updated information related to noise available to citizens, and (iii) preventing and
reducing the environmental noise where necessary.

Recent studies show that the effects of noise on people do not only depend on the level of noise,
but also on the type of sound. In fact, this year 2018 the WHO has incorporated into its study noises
such as leisure noise and wind turbine noise (http://www.euro.who.int/en/publications/abstracts/
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environmental-noise-guidelines-for-the-european-region-2018). This principle is the basis for the
work carried out by this team within the framework of the European project LIFE DYNAMAP [10].
The ANED [11], the anomalous noise event detector, has been designed to rule out non-traffic
noise events; this algorithm separates abnormal noises from the road traffic noise. The ANED is
an algorithm based on the spectral distribution of the different types of noise to identify them properly,
and throughout the study time it has been proven that depending on the propagation of sound,
identification conditions may change [12]. Also, by changing the temporal spectrum distribution
of the signal, human perception may also change [13]. This work intends to be a first step in the
framework of the concept of auralization in an urban environment [14] with non-traffic-related noise
(anomalous noise events—ANE), to evaluate a first observation of the effect of the channel [15]
on the spectrum-temporal vision of the real-operation signal collected in the Milan pilot of project
DYNAMAP [10]. The final goal of this preliminar study is double: on the one hand, have a first glance
to the possible influence of the channel propagation to the accuracy of the ANED and on the other
hand, the possibility of the change in the annoyance of the neighbourhood depending on the impulse
response of the propagation of the noise channel.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, brief details of the LIFE-DYNAMAP project
are given; in Section 3 the mathematical models used for propagation are detailed, which results
are presented in Section 4. Finally, several conclusions are described in Section 5 and future work
is proposed.

2. The DYNAMAP Project and Real-Operation Recordings

In this framework, the DYNAMAP project [10] aims to deploy a low-cost hybrid WASN to tailor
noise maps representing the acoustic impact of road infrastructures in real-time, using a Geographic
Iniformation System (GIS) platform. The project includes the deployment of two pilot areas in Italy,
the A90 motorway in Rome (for suburban scenario) and district 9 in Milano (urban area). The system
has to operate 24-h a day 7-days a week. In order to monitor the impact of the road infrastructures
solely, the events unrelated to road traffic noise, denoted as ANE should be removed from the noise
map generation [16] to avoid its impact.

In district 9 in Milan there are nowadays 24 low-cost high-capacity sensors deployed in a WASN.
We have collected ANE data from two sensors (hb137 and hb145), which performance is the closest to
the open air due to the fact they are located near parks, and not in narrow streets. For more details
about the location of the sensors, the reader is referred to [17]. The data is recorded during two
complete days—one weekday, on Thursday, and one weekend day, on Sunday– gathering 20 min of
audio data each hour, in order to maximize the diversity of the recorded ANEs. For the acoustic data
gathering, Bluewave, the partner of the DYNAMAP project that handles sensors hardware design and
maintenance, provided us an access to the recorded data files in the cloud, which were subsequently
downloaded. The next step was labelling by subjective listening of half of the available audios (all odd
hours of the 20 min recorded: 1 h, 3 h, 5 h, . . . , 23 h), which was performed by 5 trained listeners. From
those labelled events we collected several significant noises (airplane, bell and horn) to conduct this
first stage of the study.

3. Outdoor Propagation Models

In this work we consider the sound signal radiating a spherical wave-front isotropically [18].
In such a case, the free-field intensity of the radiation reduces with the inverse square of the
distance. If we take into account the sound pressure (P), this relationship translates into the
following relationship:

P(R) =
P(E)

r
, (1)
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where R is the location of the receiver, E is the location of the emitter and r is the euclidean
distance between both. In this work we do not consider high frequency attenuation due to
atmospheric scattering.

Regarding sound reflection models, we assume pure specular reflectors with obstacles much
bigger than the emitted sound wavelength since it is a urban scenario. We also take into account
two channel models in a urban scenario. The first one is a two taps channel (channel A) where the
emitter and receiver are separated 5 m. In channel A we consider a direct path and a ground reflected
path (7-m long). However, we have designed a more challenging channel with a direct path (8-m
long) a ground reflected path (10-m long) and two more paths reflected or refracted at nearby walls
and/or vegetation (14-m and 16-m long). Each tap introduces an attenuation, which is, as stated
above, inversely proportional to length of the path. The phase (θ) of each path is uniformly distributed
between 0 and 2π. Then, the impulse response of the channel can be expressed as:

h(n) =
N−1

∑
n=0

1
rn

e−jθ , (2)

where rn is the attenuation of path n and N is the number of paths of the channel (N = 2 for channel A,
and N = 4 for channel B).

4. Results

In this section we evaluate the changes suffered in the frequency domain when recorded ANEs are
propagated through two different multipath channels (channel A and channel B, explained in Section 3).
We show in Figures 1–3 the outcomes related to different ANEs, i.e., the noise of an aeroplane, a bell
and a horn. For the sake of brevity we only show this three examples which are representative of the
phenomena we want to outline. For each of them we show the spectrogram of the emitted signal in
the upper plot, the spectrogram of the received signal through channel A in the mid-left plot and the
spectrogram of the received signal through channel B in the mid-right plot. Finally, in the lower plots
of each figure we show the accumulated energy at the receiver when propagating through channel A
and B, on the left and right hand side, respectively. The spectrogram chops the signal into 40 ms-length
segments, which are windowed with a Hanning window to reduce leakage and transformed into the
frequency domain by means of a 2048-points FFT, diplayed in natural scale. Consecutive segments are
overlapped with a factor of 87.5% to maximize the probability of detection.

In Figure 2 we can observe two phenomena. The first one is that the frequency distribution of
the energy changes depending on the type of channel and the second one is that the intensity of the
received sound may depend on the number of paths of the channel and the phase of each of them
when impacting the receiver. In Figure 3 we can observe that channel A and channel B influences on
the intensity of high frequency components (e.g., the component at 10 kHz), as well as its time length.
In Figure 1 we can observe that intensity and number of high frequency components are both reduced
in channel B compared to channel A.

In all of the figures we can observe that the variation of the accumulated energy at the emitter
point is more similiar to that at the receiver point when propagating through a low number of taps
channel (i.e., channel A) rather than through a higher number of taps channel (i.e., channel B). The fact
of having a higher number of replicas with random phase added together increases the probability of
having maximums of energy at different time instants.
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Figure 1. Anomalous noise event labeled as an aeroplane. The spectrogram of the emitted signal in
the upper plot, in the mid-left plot the spectrogram of the received signal through channel A, in the
mid-right plot the spectrogram of the received signal through channel B, in the lower-left plot the
accumulated energy through channel A and in the lower-right plot the accumulated energy through
channel B.
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Figure 2. Anomalous noise event labeled as a bell. The spectrogram of the emitted signal in the upper
plot, in the mid-left plot the spectrogram of the received signal through channel A, in the mid-right
plot the spectrogram of the received signal through channel B, in the lower-left plot the accumulated
energy through channel A and in the lower-right plot the accumulated energy through channel B.
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Figure 3. Anomalous noise event labeled as a horn. The spectrogram of the emitted signal in the upper
plot, in the mid-left plot the spectrogram of the received signal through channel A, in the mid-right
plot the spectrogram of the received signal through channel B, in the lower-left plot the accumulated
energy through channel A and in the lower-right plot the accumulated energy through channel B.

5. Conclusions

The work presented in this paper is a preliminary study to determine the spectro-temporal
variations of acoustic signals in the presence of different types of propagation channel in an
urban environment. On the one hand, the qualitative evaluations developed in this work present
substantial variations both in terms of spectral distribution energy and in temporal variations due
to delay. These variations can have severe effects on the detection of anomalous events using the
ANED algorithm.

On the other hand, it should be also taken into account whether these spectral-temporal variations
have any effect on people living in the environment; do these variations make the noises more
annoying? Does perception change when the coefficients of spectral and temporal energy distribution
are modified?

The future lines of this work are going to focus on the quantification of spectro-temporal variations
depending on the type of channel which is working with. At the same time, the study will be
generalized for all the ANE available in the project, and the degree of affectation will be determined
as ANED accuracy for different types of channel. Finally, it is intended to study the degree of
generalization of the detection of acoustic events in varying propagation environments, taking from
the example of a narrow street with tall buildings to a point surrounded by a park, much closer to
what it could be open air.
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